INTRODUCTION
The role played by geography and social topography in structuring interaction has long interested sociologists. Beginning with Bossard (1932) , many studies have investigated the importance of propinquity in deter-1 Both authors contributed equally to this work. The University of Chicago Graduate School of Business and a grant from the Center for Entrepreneurial Leadership at the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation, Kansas City, supported this research. Discussions with Jesper Sørensen contributed to the development of the paper, but the authors retain responsibility for any remaining faults. Direct correspondence to Olav Sorenson, Anderson School of Management. University of California, 110 Westwood Plaza, Suite 420, Los Angeles, California 90095-1481. E-mail: olav.sorenson@anderson.ucla.edu mining the likelihood of friendship and marriage. These studies consistently find that the probability of a relationship increases sharply when two individuals live near one another. A parallel line of research establishes that the likelihood of forming a social relationship declines as a function of distance in social space (Lazarsfeld and Merton 1954; Blau 1977; Blau and Schwartz 1984) . The similar findings relating social and physical distance to the likelihood of a relationship reflect the fact that both operate by influencing the probability of random interaction. To form a relation, two individuals typically must meet in space and time. Because both physical and social locations strongly influence people's activities, proximity on these dimensions increases the likelihood of a chance encounter (Blau 1977) . Although the research on geographic propinquity and homophily has focused primarily on the formation of friendships and marriages, the same processes that localize these forms of interaction may also structure economic exchange relations in physical and social space.
The literature documents the decline in interpersonal interaction with an increase in geographic and social distance, but it has offered few explanations for heterogeneity in the salience of these dimensions over time and across actors. The effect of geographic distance on the likelihood of interaction varies from actor to actor. Similarly, demographic characteristics differ in the degree to which they structure interaction (Blau and Schwartz 1984; McPherson, Popielarz, and Drobnic 1992) . In the latter case, two factors might explain this variation. First, individuals' preferences for interacting with similar others might produce homophily (Lazarsfeld and Merton 1954; Rogers and Kincaid 1981) . According to this view, differences in the extent to which we observe homophily on sociodemographic characteristics derive from the underlying preference distribution for similarity. Alternatively, others argue that homophily stems primarily from the structure of opportunity (Blau 1977) . In this perspective, sociodemographic dimensions vary in the degree to which they generate homophilous interactions based on the salience of these dimensions in the arrangement of daily activities.
Consistent with the second view, we argue that differences in the influence of propinquity and homophily in economic exchange systems stem from variation across actors in their opportunities to trade. We explore this idea in a market context by investigating empirically patterns of exchange in the U.S. venture capital (VC) industry from 1986 to 1998. Our analyses first demonstrate the prevalence of localized exchange by showing that the likelihood that a venture capitalist invests in a new venture ("target") declines sharply with the distance between venture capitalist and target. The data reveal strong evidence of localized exchange both in terms of the physical and "industry" distance between the venture capital organization and the potential investment target, where the latter quantity represents the level of dissimilarity between the VC firm's previous investment experiences and the industry classification of a given target company. We then show that certain characteristics of a venture capitalist's position in the industry's information network influence the degree of localization in its exchange patterns. Thus, we investigate the social structural factors that determine variation in the extent to which VC investments are "homophilous" (i.e., localized) with respect to geography and industry.
We contend that the structure of relationships in the VC community contours the movement of capital for at least two reasons. First, investors must be aware of investment opportunities before they may capitalize on them. In the public financial markets, many organizations disseminate information about potential investments; however, young, private entrepreneurial ventures typically fall outside the scope of these organizations' activities. In the absence of public information about early stage companies, personal and professional relationships provide one of the primary vehicles for disseminating timely and reliable information about promising new ventures. Second, investors carefully evaluate the quality of an investment opportunity before determining to support it. New ventures typically represent risky organizational propositions (Stinchcombe 1965) . Not only do they face liabilities of newness and smallness, but also they often operate under unproven business models and in inchoate markets. In turn, the lack of a performance history upon which to base quality assessments tremendously increases the importance of trust-which we know to be built through repeated interaction-in the VC investment relation. Both information and trust require social interaction, yet the likelihood of this interaction varies across actors. The sociological literature on patterns of affiliation consistently finds that two factors, propinquity and homophily, influence the likelihood of interaction.
Because useful information regarding exchange opportunities travels across private networks, geographic and industrial spaces-areas within which interpersonal ties concentrate-represent spatial dimensions that contain the transmission of information about potential investments. We conjecture that the relatively more modest flow of information across geographic and industrial spaces deters geographically and industrially distant investments. Nevertheless, we argue that interfirm relationships in the venture capital community effectively reduce spatial limitations on the flow of information. Our empirical analyses focus on how the network connecting the members of the VC community-built up through the industry's widespread use of syndicated investing-facilitates the diffusion of information across spatial boundaries, thereby decreasing the space-based constraints on economic exchange. Investors that build cen-tral positions in the syndication network concomitantly extend their access to information about spatially distant targets and expand the radius of their investment activity. Therefore, consistent with the sociologist's general view of economic transactions, the social structure of the market determines the ability of participants to overcome the informational constraints that would otherwise restrict market exchange.
The analyses presented in this article establish a series of findings that contribute to the literature in economic sociology. First, the article represents the beginning of a sociological explanation of the spatial organization of economic activity. Economic geographers studying the spatial concentration of industry frequently call attention to the conundrum that production activity often concentrates in high technology industries even though the primary production input-knowledge-can be inexpensively transported across large distances. In the absence of physical or economic constraints on the mobilization of resources through space, contemporary economic explanations of spatial concentration generally emphasize positive feedback processes that, for example, result from the geographic spillover of knowledge across firm boundaries but within small areas (Arthur 1990; Krugman 1991) . According to this view, a sequential entry process leads new firms to locate near existing firms of the same type to establish local markets for scarce inputs (such as skilled labor) or to gain early exposure to knowledge produced by nearby firms. As we discuss in the conclusion, we believe that the spatial clustering of social and professional relations offers an alternative explanation for the spatial concentration of industry.
We also believe that the article's findings have implications for regional economic development policies. VC firms now play an important role in the U.S. economy. In the first half of 1999 alone, VC funds invested more than $12.5 billion in early-stage companies. As the industry amasses everlarger pools of capital to dispense, venture capitalists expand their influence in determining who receives funding to pursue their entrepreneurial visions. To the extent that these spells of entrepreneurship affect socioeconomic trajectories, venture capitalists become agents for social stratification. Similarly, VC firms have been critical catalysts in the development of many new high-technology industries. Because young companies in these areas make large investments in technology development significantly in advance of their ability to generate the cash flows to finance these investments, they must rely on capital infusions from venture capitalists and other investors. As these industries become important engines for economic growth and wealth creation, access to venture capital funding might significantly affect the macroeconomic health of regions and nations.
THE PATTERN OF EXCHANGE IN THE VENTURE CAPITAL MARKET
In the last three decades, a new organizational form, the VC firm, has emerged as a substantial contributor to the financing of fledging commercial enterprises. VC firms broker the relationship between investors and entrepreneurs. Using funds raised primarily from institutional investors and wealthy individuals, they search out promising, yet risky, investment opportunities. In this search, one might expect that firms would benefit by evaluating the broadest possible set of potential investments; on average, the best five investments from a set of a thousand possibilities should outperform the top five investments from a set of 10 candidates. Despite the incentives for choosing from a broad array of opportunities, however, venture capitalists exhibit highly localized investment patterns in both physical and industry space (Gupta and Sapienza 1992; Norton and Tenenbaum 1993) .
Two types of explanations can account for these insular investing strategies. One set focuses on the preinvestment activities of the venture capitalist, in particular the conditions that favor opportunity identification and evaluation. The second set of explanations addresses the postinvestment role of the VC firm, specifically the ease of monitoring the new venture and the facility with which the VC firm can provide value-added services.
The Preinvestment Role: Opportunity Identification and Appraisal
Finding investment targets entails two important tasks. First, venture capitalists must acquire information about the existence and characteristics of investment opportunities. Second, they must assess the quality of these opportunities. Because each of these tasks becomes increasingly difficult at a distance, we believe that even passive investors-those who invest without intending to play an active role in managing the new venture-will likely invest locally. Interpersonal relations act as primary pathways structuring the transmission of information within communities of actors. This observation underpins diverse sociological literatures; for example, the network-based explanations of the diffusion of innovations (Coleman, Katz, and Menzel 1966) and the more general sociological research on interpersonal influence processes (e.g., Friedkin 1998) reflect this fact. The capacity of networks to disseminate reliable information also underlies sociological investigations of economic markets. For example, Granovetter's (1973) seminal article on the strength of weak ties motivated a number of studies of how network shapes determine the transmission of transaction-relevant information across the participants in a market. Many subsequent studies specifically elaborate the mechanisms through which ties among actors affect both the patterns and governance of economic exchanges (e.g., Raub and Weesie 1990; Granovetter 1985) .
Following this rationale, the structure of social and professional relations likely influences which actors in the VC business become aware of promising, early-stage investment opportunities. The majority of investment targets are small, inchoate entities. Timely information regarding high-quality investment opportunities in this domain often reaches a venture capitalist through her network. Thus, as economic sociologists have noted in other market contexts, the circumscribed diffusion of reliable information across networks plays a central role in the formation of exchange relations in venture capital.
The importance of networks in generating investment leads affects the spatial distribution of investment activity because social relations tend to cluster in both geographic and social spaces. Since the writings of Park (1926) , studies have found that social actors form ties more frequently when they occupy proximate positions in physical space. In human ecology, the law of distance interaction states that the probability of interaction between social elements declines as a multiplicative function of the distance between them (Hawley 1971) . Sociologists believe this law arises in large part because the costs of interacting-including finding and screening exchange partners and maintaining relationships-increase with distance (Zipf 1949) . The seminal studies of Festinger, Schacter, and Back, (1950) and the work of the human ecologists have refined these insights by showing an increased interaction frequency when actors meet in "functional" space (e.g., when the tenants in an apartment complex meet in the laundry room).
Although only a small body of literature examines how location affects the functioning of markets and the organization of economic activity, these studies reveal strong spatial effects (cf. Bothner 2000) . In an analysis of the geographic diffusion of labor unions in Sweden, Hedströ m (1994) demonstrates that the geographic configuration of communication networks in the Swedish population can explain the spatial contagion in the establishment of these organizations. Research on interlocks among corporate boards created by overlapping memberships shows that spatially proximate companies are more likely to share directors (Mintz and Schwartz 1985; Kono, Palmer, Friedland, and Zafonte 1998) . Studies of communication patterns within organizations observe that employees interact more frequently with coworkers in nearby offices (Allen 1977 ). Baker's (1984) study of price volatility in an options exchange importantly shows that the structure of interaction influences the transmission of information in a market context even in a very small physical space: the trading floor of a commodities exchange. Quoting an options trader, Baker (1984, p. 783) states, "Noise, static. The errors increase as an inverse square of the distance between brokers. . . . You trade with people in close proximity to reduce this risk." A growing empirical literature therefore establishes that individuals activate geographically localized social networks when they engage in economic exchange. Assuming this holds in the VC industry, geographic propinquity should facilitate the first task of the venture capitalist: learning about private investment opportunities.
A parallel line of research, beginning with Lazarsfeld and Merton (1954) but most extensively developed by Blau (1977) , shows that social space also structures the likelihood of interaction. In social space, differentiation along sociodemographic dimensions operates as the equivalent to distance in geographic space (Milgram 1967) . Relations cluster among similar people because individuals' sociodemographic attributes determine what they do and where they do it. Sociodemographic dimensions act so strongly on the structure of interaction that homophily explains most of the social structural variation in the 1985 General Social Survey (Marsden 1988; Yamaguchi 1990 ). Many other studies also find proximity in social space a salient factor in explaining who interacts with whom (for a review, see McPherson and Smith-Lovin [1987] ). In our analysis of relationships and the spatial pattern of economic exchange in venture capital, the social space argument suggests that a venture capitalist's prior experience in a particular industry should affect the extensiveness of the venture capitalist's personal contact network among entrepreneurs and other investors in that industry. Having many contacts in turn facilitates the identification of new investment opportunities. Thus, experience in an industry may lead to specialization among venture capitalists along this dimension.
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In addition to identifying investment opportunities, venture capitalists with deep contact networks in an industry or a geographic area can often better assess the veracity of the information they receive about the quality of an investment opportunity. As the economics and practitioner literatures on venture capital often note, information asymmetries make opportunity appraisal essential in this context. Information asymmetries exist because entrepreneurs know more than venture capitalists about the opportunities they seek funding to pursue. Moreover, venture capitalists cannot simply rely upon entrepreneurs for accurate information about the quality of their business plans; this information may be tainted because entrepreneurs sometimes overstate the attractiveness of their proposals to secure funding and to obtain high valuations for their incipient companies. Thus, venture capitalists must guard against the hazard that entrepreneurs might try to sell them a "lemon" (Amit, Glosten, and Muller 1990). 3 At least two dimensions of a venture capitalist's contact network contribute to the localization of investments by influencing the venture capitalist's ability to appraise investment opportunities under asymmetric information. First, individuals have greater confidence in information collected from trusted parties. Consistent with this disposition, reports on the VC industry indicate that venture capitalists repeatedly finance investments that they learn about through referrals from close contacts, including entrepreneurs that the capitalist previously financed, fellow venture capitalists, family members, or friends (Fried and Hisrich 1994) . These individuals have an interest in conveying accurate information and bringing high-quality investment opportunities to the attention of the venture capitalist because they typically wish to maintain an ongoing relationship with the venture capitalist.
4 Second, lacking a strong tie, multiple and corresponding sources of information might offer the venture capitalist some assurance regarding the quality of a potential investment.
The density of strong and redundant ties likely declines particularly sharply in distance. Almost by definition, maintaining strong ties requires frequent interaction. The likelihood of this interaction decreases rapidly with distance-indeed, much more rapidly than the dissipation of weak ties that require less time and energy to maintain. Similarly, redundant ties imply the existence of multiple and duplicate information sources. Assuming, as we do, spatial constraints on tie formation and maintenance, the likelihood of receiving information about a potential entrepreneur from two or more sources will decrease even more rapidly in distance than the likelihood of having a single information path.
The Postinvestment Role: Monitoring and Advising New Ventures
After investing in a startup, venture capitalists perform two important functions. First, they monitor their investments. Because venture capitalists make substantial investments in young companies with managers whose interests may conflict with the venture capitalists' objectives, venture capitalists actively monitor their investments to mitigate agency problems. Meanwhile, the survey-based and ethnographic accounts of entrepreneurship scholars, as well as the business press and writings of practitioners, emphasize the value that venture capitalists add to earlystage companies by providing expertise and social capital.
A substantial body of (primarily theoretical) work in corporate finance concerns the optimal design of contracts between venture capitalists and target companies to attenuate the agency problems inherent in providing capital to new ventures (for a review, see Kaplan and Strö mberg [1999] ). Venture capitalists must contend with the possibility that entrepreneurs might pursue their own interests or reduce effort once they receive cash from their financiers (Jensen 1986) . Several aspects of the contracts between venture capitalists and the entrepreneurs they fund, such as staged financing (Amit et al. 1990; Gompers 1995; Bergemann and Hege 1998) and the allocation of control rights (Hellman 1998) , 5 help mitigate this concern. Although these contracts reduce the need for monitoring, they do not eliminate it. Thus, monitoring the managers of their portfolio companies remains an important postinvestment activity for the venture capitalist.
Practitioner accounts tend to emphasize the services venture capitalists provide to the companies they support. According to an oft-repeated industry adage: It isn't getting the money, it's who the money comes from. This statement refers to the value-added services that venture capitalists offer and the endorsement value derived from having high status financial backers. Obviously, VC firms provide financial expertise; they also routinely act as general management consultants, providing advice on strategic and operational issues (Bygrave and Timmons 1992) . Many venture capitalists successfully started and ran their own companies before entering the industry. Thus, they have experience in many of the management and strategic issues confronting the entrepreneurs they back. In addition, because of their present and past financing activities and prior business experiences, venture capitalists hold abundant social capital that they can make available to the companies in which they invest (Stuart, Hoang, and Hybels 1999) .
Spatial proximity to the target facilitates the execution of both of the venture capitalists' postinvestment roles. Monitoring requires frequent visits to company operations. As Gorman and Sahlman (1989) report, venture capitalists spend an average of four to five hours per month on site at each of the companies in which they play a lead role. Even when another VC firm leads the investing, a venture capitalist will still typically visit the company at least once per quarter. In total, monitoring and advising occupies about half of the venture capitalist's time (Gorman and Sahlman 1989) . Obviously, time spent in transit reduces the number of companies that an individual can monitor; thus, geographic proximity reduces the time costs of monitoring. Venture capitalists with limited past experience in the target's industry also find monitoring more challenging. Knowledge regarding the target company's industry allows the venture capitalist to oversee investments more efficiently and more effectively, in part because industry experience enhances the venture capitalist's ability to recognize signs of trouble at an early stage.
Similarly, the advisory function becomes more difficult, and may be less valuable, when venture capitalists are separated from targets by large physical or industry distances. Venture capitalists can offer more assistance to targets when they interact with startups' management frequently and in person. Familiarity with the business issues confronting new ventures requires continual interaction, so spatial propinquity also facilitates advising. Similarly, the more extensive the venture capitalist's past experience in the target firm's industry, the more industry-specific expertise and the greater the industry-specific social capital the venture capitalist can provide.
Because both the preinvestment activities (opportunity identification and appraisal) and the postinvestment roles (monitoring and the provision of value-added services) favor local investing, we anticipate finding this pattern in the data. Nevertheless, because most industry participants would expect to observe this phenomenon and because of the range of potential explanations for it, the limited spatial reach of exchange in the venture capital investing relation does not, in and of itself, constitute a particularly significant finding. This pattern could result from boundaries around the flow of information about investment opportunities, from a rational response to the costs of monitoring even with perfect information, or simply from satisficing behavior that engenders local search. Given the obstacles to discriminating among the multiplicity of factors that all predict local investing patterns, we focus instead on the factors that influence the sensitivity of venture capitalists' investments to target company proximity. In other words, we investigate the factors that lead venture capitalists to extend the reach of their investments beyond their surrounding geographic and industrial neighborhoods. Fortunately, the determinants of the spatial sensitivity of venture capitalist's also provide some purchase for discriminating between competing explanations for the localization of investments.
Determinants of the Spatial Reach of VC Investments
Having established the reasons to expect localized investment patterns, we now develop specific predictions relating attributes of VC firms, characteristics of their information network, and features of specific VC-target pairings to the probability that a venture capitalist will invest in a geographically distant target or one in an industry in which the venture capitalist has had little prior investment experience. Although our data provide strong evidence of local exchanges, VC firms vary significantly in their proclivity to invest in proximate targets. We begin by proposing VC age and investment experience as factors explaining this variance, but we intend to show that tenure in the industry and experience proxy for the expansion of a venture capitalist's contact network and the growth of its reputation, which develop through time and the accrual of an investment track record. If our conjecture holds, the effects of tenure and experience should attenuate when we account explicitly for this network development.
VC age.-The age of a venture capital organization captures at least four dimensions of tenure in the industry. First, as firms age, their members probably extend their networks both within the venture capital community and among entrepreneurs in a range of industries. Second, even without forming new ties, the spatial reach of a venture capitalist's contact network likely increases over time as geographic and social mobility produce spatial dispersion among the contacts in their network. Third, as they age, venture capitalists also accumulate experience in evaluating business proposals and entrepreneurs that could improve the venture capitalist's ability to perform these tasks at a distance. Fourth, long-tenured firms in the industry often become widely known, increasing the likelihood that other VC firms will bring good investment opportunities to them. As our argument develops, we hope to disentangle the effects of networks and experience captured by firm age, but age might pick up residual effects from these processes. Thus, we anticipate, older VC firms will fund distant targets more frequently than young VC firms.
VC experience.-As the discussion of VC age implies, age captures the combined effects of a number of processes that produce systematic changes in organizations as they mature (Hannan 1998) . One accompaniment of age is the accumulation of experience. Over time, the experience that venture capitalists accrue can alter the influence of distance in the investment decision in at least three ways. First, experience might reduce the costs of monitoring at a distance as venture capitalists become more adept at this task. Similarly, as they gain confidence in their ability to evaluate investment opportunities and entrepreneurs, they might grow less dependent on trustworthy or redundant information sources to ap-praise the quality of investment candidates. Finally and most relevant to our argument, in the course of their investments, venture capitalists develop relationships with other VC firms and with experts and entrepreneurs in the industries in which they repeatedly invest. These networks provide privileged access to information about promising investments. Let us consider each of these in detail.
A substantial literature on organizational learning suggests that past experience influences organizational behavior (March 1988) . As venture capitalists gain experience monitoring their investments, they develop competence in activities such as writing effective contracts to minimize agency problems and recognizing the signs that forewarn of problems at the companies in which they invest. Effective monitoring also requires insight into the link between effort and outcome, which practice cultivates. An improvement in the efficiency of performing these activities reduces the time that the venture capitalist must spend monitoring, which should in turn enable the venture capitalist to invest in more distant firms because of a reduction in the time costs of monitoring at a distance.
In addition to improving their monitoring ability, experience also hones venture capitalists' ability to appraise potential investments. As they evaluate more business plans and directly observe more early-stage companies, venture capitalists may gain a better understanding of the factors that lead to success and failure in general and within a particular industry. As venture capitalists improve their acumen in evaluating investment opportunities, they might become more willing to invest based on information acquired from nonredundant and weak ties.
6 Although weakly affiliated actors may lack the incentive to refer only high quality investments (Fried and Hisrich 1994) , venture capitalists might compensate by relying more heavily on their ability to discern quality differences among entrepreneurs and their business plans. Since venture capitalists likely have only nonredundant and indirect ties to informants on the quality of geographically distant targets or those in industries in which they lack previous investment experience, this shift toward a reliance on internal (rather than network-based) evaluation techniques disproportionately favors the consideration of far away targets. Therefore, venture capitalists may become less sensitive to distance as they accrue investment experience.
Beyond the changing character and quality of the information venture 6 The decision-making literature counsels that a change in the willingness to rely on one's own judgment does not necessarily constitute a rational shift in behavior. Research shows that individuals become more comfortable engaging in an activity simply by doing it (Bandura 1986) , especially when the feedback regarding success lies chronologically distant from the activity. Thus, venture capitalists might judge themselves to be better investors regardless of any real improvement in their selection ability.
capitalists will consider in evaluating potential investments, the accrual of prior experience also expands a venture capitalist's access to information. For many reasons, each investment extends the venture capitalist's information network. First, the employees of previously funded companies occasionally launch new startups, since entrepreneurs in a particular industry tend to emerge from the rosters of organizations already operating in that industry (Sorenson and Audia 2000) . Also, the executives and employees at funded companies may forward potential investment opportunities that they learn about through friends, relatives and coworkers. To the degree that entrepreneurial activity forms a salient dimension in structuring social interaction, entrepreneurs will know other entrepreneurs, and thus they will be fecund sources for referrals. The contacts emerging from the associations generated by past financing relationships also offer another potential information advantage to venture capitalists: when investing within the same industry, these contacts offer privileged access to expert advice. Hence, we expect, prior investment experience in an industry increases the geographic reach of investments within the industry. Although we expect stronger experience effects when venture capitalists consider investments within the same industries as their prior investments, each of the aforementioned arguments could affect a VC firm's investments even outside of the industries in which it has accumulated experience. For example, some aspects of monitoring require knowledge specific to a particular industry, but others should apply generically to the monitoring of any business venture. Similarly, a portion of the evaluation of any entrepreneurial venture involves aspects of the business plan and the capabilities of the founding team not specific to any particular industry. Moreover, entrepreneurs at the target companies in which a venture capitalist invests may forward referrals that extend beyond the industries in which they work. Therefore, we anticipate, venture capitalists with extensive investment experience will more likely invest in both distant industries and locations.
Target company stage.-The difficulty of opportunity appraisal and the importance of monitoring vary with the target company's development stage. Evaluating extremely early-stage companies proves difficult because they lack track records for making informed quality assessments. In contrast, venture capitalists can judge the quality of the management team in light of its performance on a number of different performance metrics in later stage companies. In addition to offering more data to inform the due diligence process, later stage companies might also require less intensive monitoring. As organizational routines and policies evolve and management becomes better established, new ventures typically operate with greater reliability (Stinchcombe 1965; Hannan and Freeman 1984) . Both of these observations suggest, more mature target companies receive investments from geographically or industrially distant VC firms more ofen than early-stage ventures.
Syndicate networks in venture capital.-New ventures frequently obtain funding from syndicates of investors, implying that they receive financing from more than one VC firm, often garnering multiple investors even in the same financing round.
7 Many factors justify this practice: syndicates diversify risk by enabling venture capitalists to invest smaller amounts in a greater number of companies (Wilson 1968) , they mitigate the information asymmetries between the initial investor and later round investors (Admati and Pfleiderer 1994) , and they leverage investment evaluation skills across coalitions of firms (Sah and Stiglitz 1986; Lerner 1994) . Lerner (1994) also suggests that syndication might allow venture capitalists to "window dress" the results they present to their investors, which they accomplish by gaining late-stage access to "hot" firms even though much of the capital appreciation in these companies has already occurred. This allows venture capitalists to report that they funded star companies when they attempt to raise future pools of capital.
Regardless of the particular motives for syndicating investments, the frequent reliance on investment coalitions to fund target companies creates a dense interfirm network that expands the distance that information travels through the venture capital community. Each time a VC firm enters a syndicate, it develops new associations with, or strengthens existing relations with, other VC organizations. Thus, the practice of syndication creates a network of relations within the VC community that structures the flow of information across market participants. Likewise, repeated transactions with previous syndicate partners build trust between the focal venture capitalist and other VC organizations. As the relations between the reference firm and other members of the VC community strengthen and broaden, so too does (a) the chance that the reference venture capitalist will be invited to join future syndicates, and (b) the trust that it places in the monitoring and due diligence capabilities of fellow syndicate members. Thus, these connections enable a focal venture capitalist to rely upon the opportunity recognition and monitoring capabilities of colleagues. We therefore expect: VC firms will more likely fund a spatially distant target if they have previously coinvested with another firm that invested in the target company.
From the venture capitalist's vantage point, having a previous exchange partner in an investment syndicate increases the reference venture capitalist's probability of investing over a significant distance most when the exchange partner lies in close spatial proximity to the target. If a venture capitalist trusts another member in a syndicate and its wellregarded colleague resides near to the target, the venture capitalist can rely on the due diligence, monitoring, and advisory capabilities of its trusted partner. 8 This suggests, VC firms will more likely fund a spatially distant target when a previous coinvestment partner belongs to the syndicate for the target and is located near to the target in geographic or industrial space.
Finally, the centrality of the venture capitalist's position in the industry's coinvestment network could affect its sensitivity to target firm distance for several reasons. First, assuming that information about investment opportunities flows through the ties in the syndication network, venture capitalists with large numbers of coinvestment relations with other organizations will have access to a significant amount of information about investment opportunities, particularly if they associate with other central actors (Bonacich 1987) . This implies that central venture capitalists will be most aware of investment opportunities outside of their immediate geographic region and industrial foci. Second, centrally positioned actors enjoy high status because they occupy prominent structural positions in the community's syndication network (Podolny 1993) . High-status venture capitalists likely receive many invitations to join investment syndicates because of the legitimacy they confer on the VC firms and the targets with whom they associate (Freeman 1999) . The visibility bestowed by high-status venture capitalists through the investment relation particularly benefits early-stage companies that lack a proven performance track record and a strong identity among potential investors (Stuart, Hoang, and Hybels 1999) . Thus, we posit, VC firms centrally positioned in the VC community's coinvestment network will more likely fund spatially distant targets.
To recapitulate, we begin our empirical analyses by establishing that VC firms typically invest locally. Then, we show that well-established and highly experienced venture capitalists exhibit more dispersed investment patterns. Finally, we examine how the position of VC firms in the industry's evolving coinvestment network affects the proclivity to invest in spatially distant targets.
EMPIRICAL STRATEGY
Our analysis addresses the determinants of financing relations between venture capitalists and startup companies. In essence, the empirical component is a network study of tie formation; we model the probability that a particular VC firm invests in a given target company. Many studies of tie formation analyze every possible dyad and use logistic regression to estimate the effects of a covariate vector on the likelihood of a tie (e.g., Podolny 1994; Gulati 1995; Stuart 1998) . This strategy creates two problems. Methodologically, it does not correctly account for nonindependence across cases, as each firm enters the analysis many, many times.
9 The large number of repeat occurrences of each firm can lead to systematic underestimation of the standard errors for firm attributes that do not change from dyad to dyad. Pragmatically, this strategy presents a second obstacle; the observation of all possible dyads can prove burdensome computationally, especially for large networks. For example, consideration of all potential dyads in our data would require us to create a matrix with more than 6 million cells. Since many of our variables require cell # cell calculation, this would result in a nearly hundredfold increase in the time required for variable construction.
Sampling randomly from the set of potential VC-target dyads offers one potential solution to these issues. Nevertheless, this approach falls short of the ideal because it ignores the fact that the realized ties provide most of the information for the estimation of the factors that affect tie likelihood (Coslett 1981; Imbens 1992; Lancaster and Imbens 1996) . Thus, we include all cases of funding relations that actually appear in the data. For comparison, we then create a matched sample of potential ties that did not occur. To control for temporal variation in the supply of and demand for venture capital, we create the matched sample by pairing each VC firm that funded a startup in a given quarter of a calendar year with a startup funded by a different venture capitalist in that same quarter. 10 This approach substantially reduces the problems associated with multiple firm observations; the average VC firm now enters the analyzed data matrix 78 times, as opposed to more than 6,000 times in the matrix of all potential funding relations. To address the fact that venture capitalists enter the data more than once, we report robust standard errors 9 Doreian (1981) , Lincoln (1984) , Krackhardt (1988) , and Mizruchi (1989) discuss various approaches for addressing the nonindependence problem. 10 Using target firms that received funding from different venture capital organizations as the sampling frame for the comparison set eliminates the issue of potential quality differences between the funding relationships that exist and those that never materialize, as all target companies in the data (by definition of the sampling criterion) pass the quality threshold necessary to receive venture funding. estimated without the assumption of independence across observations on the same VC firm.
The use of a matched sample introduces one new problem. Logistic regression can yield biased estimates when the proportion of positive outcomes in the sample does not match the proportion of positive outcomes in the population. Because logistic regression is a multiplicative model, this bias does not simply affect the intercept term. Rather, bias can affect all coefficient estimates. In particular, uncorrected logistic regression using a matched sample tends to produce underestimates of the factors that predict a positive outcome (King and Zeng 2001) . Large samples do not necessarily alleviate this problem. To correct for this potential bias, we adjust the coefficient estimates using the method proposed by King and Zeng (2001) for the logistic regression of rare events.
The traditional logistic regression model considers the dichotomous outcome variable to be a Bernoulli probability function that takes a value "1" with the probability p:
where X is a vector of covariates and b is a vector of parameters. Researchers typically use maximum-likelihood methods to estimate b. King and Zeng (2001) prove that the following weighted least squares expression estimates the bias in b generated by oversampling rare events:
where , the Q are the diagonal elements of
, and represents the fraction
of ones (events) in the sample relative to the fraction in the population. Essentially, the user regresses the independent variables on the residuals using W as the weighting factor. Tomz implements this method in the relogit Stata procedure.
Data Sources
Using the Venture Economics database from the Securities Data Corporation (SDC), we developed a comprehensive data set of venture capital investments from 1986 to 1998. 12 This database purports to record all VC firm investments in domestic, private companies. Because each venture capitalist's investment in a target generates a unique record in the database, we know the full history of VC investments in each target. Using this information, we create a matched sample by randomly pairing each VC firm that made an investment in a particular quarter with a target company that it did not fund (i.e. we create a potential but unrealized dyad). The matched sample includes 80,406 cases involving 1,025 VC firms and 7,590 target companies. Although exactly 50% of the cases form investment ties, the population as a whole actually realizes ties in 0.72% of the potential dyads.
From these numbers, one can readily see that each target company enters the data more than once. Three factors explain this fact. First, the method used for creating the matched sample implies that, on average, a target enters the data twice for each VC investment it actually receives. Second, most target companies experience more than one financing event because venture-backed companies typically receive funding in a sequence of capital infusions, known as "rounds." Each time a company undergoes a financing round, venture capitalists subject it to a thorough evaluation. Typically, venture capitalists provide small amounts of funding in early rounds because they prefer not to make large financial commitments to young companies about which they lack a sufficient understanding of quality (Gompers 1995) . As they learn more about the company, venture capitalists then decide to terminate, maintain, or increase their funding level. Finally, for the reasons noted above, many startups receive financing through syndicates. As a result, each target enters the data an average of 10.6 times.
Independent Variables
Geographic distance.-We measure geographic distance by calculating the number of miles between the venture capitalist's main office and the location of the target company.
13 Practically, we calculate this measure by 12 SDC's new ventures database reports venture capital investments dating back to the early 1970s. However, we must allow for the passage of time to observe the buildup of the syndication networks. Thus, we restrict the cases analyzed to the period from 1986 to 1998, though we use all information in the database to construct the independent variables. 13 Unfortunately, our data sources do not include information on when or if VC firms open satellite offices. Therefore, in some instances-when the VC firm has a second office nearer to the target than its head office-the distance that we compute underestimates the actual distance between the VC firm and target. The exclusion of this information should add measurement error, making our tests of geographic effects less precise. assigning the longitude and latitude at the center of the zip code in which they reside to both venture capitalists and targets. Using spherical geometry, we calculate the distance between the two points, i and j, as
where latitude (lat) and longitude (long) are measured in radians and C represents a constant based on the radius of the sphere that converts the result into linear units of measure. To convert the result to miles on the surface of the Earth, we use .
14 C p 3,437 In the models, we log geographic distance to account for the fact that transportation costs, both in terms of time and money, do not increase linearly over geographic space. Rather, as distance increases, actors substitute technologies to improve the efficiency of transportation and communication. For example, a person will drive to visit someone 30 miles away, but he or she will fly to see a contact 3,000 miles away. Since this specification imposes a strict functional form on the relationship between distance and tie formation, we fit a spline to the data to check the validity of this assumption. Figure 1 presents the predicted relationship between geographic distance and tie likelihood using both the natural log of distance and a 20-piece linear spline. 15 The logged functional form fits the relationship between distance and investment likelihood quite well. Nevertheless, the graph appears to show two deviations between the parametric and nonparametric estimates. First, the logged functional form declines somewhat more rapidly over the first 60 miles than the actual relationship between distance and financing. Presumably, at such short distances, little opportunity exists for technology substitution. Thus, transport costs should relate linearly to distance over this short span. Second, the data show a slight bicoastal effect. We believe that the distribution of VC firms explains this effect and will elaborate on this contention when discussing the results.
Industry distance.-In addition to the factors that impact VC firms' investments in geographically distant targets, we also explore the determinants of the "industry distance" between venture capitalists and targets. Because entrepreneurs at previously funded startups and contacts generated from working in an industry represent important sources for the identification of new investment opportunities, industry represents another dimension that delimits the flow of information. Moreover, venture capitalists typically perform due diligence and monitoring more expeditiously and successfully when they have prior investment experience in the target's industry. To minimize assumptions, we define industry distance as the similarity between the industry profile of the venture capitalist's prior investments and industry of the target firm. Ideally, this measure would weight actual differences in the production processes and market dynamics of different industries to capture the transferability of knowledge across domains, but the construction of any such measure would require a host of arbitrary assumptions. To avoid such suppositions, we opt to define industry distance as the percentage of previous investments that the venture capitalist has made in industries other than the one in which the target firm operates:
where i indexes VC firms, m denotes the industry of the startup j, and p represents an array of all prior investments in any industry. Thus, industry distance ranges from "0," when all of a venture capitalist's prior investments fall in the target's industry, to "1," when the venture capitalist has no previous investments in the target's industry. In assigning firms to industries, we use the Venture Economics one-digit industry taxonomy (this eight-category classification scheme divides firms into the following industries: biotechnology, computers, communication, consumer, energy, industrial, medical, and other). Firm age.-To measure changes in investment patterns as venture capitalists mature, we calculate an age term based on the number of years from the VC firm's founding date to the quarter of the investment. The Venture Economics database lacks valid founding dates for VC firms in 6% of the cases. To avoid dropping these cases from the analysis, we assign a founding date to these firms of one year prior to the first investment recorded by SDC.
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Experience.-Two variables capture the effects of experience in financing. General experience counts the number of companies in which the venture capitalist has invested prior to the current quarter. Industry experience tallies the number of startups in the same industry as the target in which the venture capitalist has invested previously.
Network position.-We compute three variables to capture different aspects of a firm's position in the network linking venture capitalists through previous, joint (syndicated) investments in startups. One can construe this syndication network as an actor-event network; venture capitalists intersect in the target "event" when more than one VC firm contributes funding to the same target. The syndicated investment thus provides the precipitating event leading to interaction among the venture capitalists that jointly finance a target.
The first variable gauges the degree to which the reference VC organization has an established relationship with the other VC firms that have also invested in the target. To construct this variable, we first create a count of the number of startups in which the focal VC firm has coinvested with each of the other VC investors in the target. Then, we average this score across all other investors in the target. The equation defines mean affiliation for VC firm i in investment target j:
where k indexes all VC firms other than i, p indexes all previous investment rounds in all target companies, and x takes the value of one when an investing relation exists and zero when it does not. The resulting 16 An analysis of all firms with valid founding dates revealed that the first investment occurred 366 days after the founding of the VC firm, on average. We also ran all models excluding cases that lack valid founding dates. Excluding these cases does not qualitatively change the results.
quantity captures the average strength of relations between the focal venture capitalist and the other members of the investment syndicate for a particular target.
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The second variable, affiliate distance, captures the possibility that venture capitalists might feel that their trusted colleagues can successfully monitor and evaluate investments only when they lie close to the target. We create two variables to capture the distance between the target firm and the closest trusted affiliate in the investment syndicate. First, we create a variable that records the geographic distance of the closest syndicate partner to the target with whom the reference VC firm has previously coinvested. Using the inverse of this distance measure allows us to assign a "0" to investment options where the venture capitalist does not have a prior affiliate invested in the target. 18 For firm i's consideration of target j, this measure can be defined as follows:
where d is the distance metric between venture capitalist k and the target j when and , where x again denotes the existence x p 1 x x x x 1 0 ij ij jk ip kp j of a relationship between two actors. Second, we generate a parallel measure to capture the industry distance of the closest prior affiliate in the syndicate. This measure has a natural upper bound of one, so we do not need to invert it. For firm i's consideration of target j, this measure can be defined as follows:
where d is the distance metric between venture capitalist k and the target j when and , where x again denotes the existence x p 1 x x x x 1 0 ij ij jk ip kp j of a relationship between two actors. 17 This measure assumes the average strength of the relation between a reference venture capitalist and the other syndicate members to be important, but several reasonable variants of this measure exist. For example, the sum of prior coinvestment events captures the degree to which having multiple trusted partners matters. Likewise, the maximum number of times the reference venture capitalist has coinvested with another member of the syndicate measures the degree to which the one most trusted partner influences investment patterns. We constructed these alternative specifications. Since the variables correlate highly and all produce the same pattern of effects in the models, we only report results using average relationship strength. 18 Without inverting the affiliate distance measure, nonexistent affiliates (i.e., when there is no k in the syndicate for target j with whom VC firm i has a previous relationship) should lie infinitely distant from the target. Practically, this would require us to assign some arbitrary large number to these cases. Thus, we invert the measure to eliminate the possibility that an arbitrary assumption in the coding of these cases generates the effects.
The third variable, centrality, captures the reach of a focal venture capitalist's information network. We compute the centrality of each venture capitalist in the syndication network as a measure of the information gathering capability of the focal venture capitalist. Because ties to actors who occupy central positions themselves increase the reach of a venture capitalist's network more than ties to peripheral players, we compute Bonacich's (1987) two-parameter centrality measure:
where c is the centrality score, r indicates a relationship (coinvestment) between i and k, scales the measure, and weights alters' centralities. a b When the parameter takes a positive value (as in the present case), each b venture capitalist's centrality increases as a function of the centralities of the VC firms with which it shares coinvestment ties (when , Bonb p 0 acich's centrality measure correlates perfectly with the variable we label "general experience"). We assume that information travels between VC firms and, therefore, the amount of information available to the reference firm increases as a function of the centralities of those with whom it shares relations. In other words, ties to central firms increase the radius of the reference firm's information network. Practically, one solves for centrality scores by taking the eigenvector associated with the largest eigenvalue of the relationship matrix. Since the designation of is arbitrary, we follow b the example of earlier researchers and set it equal to three-quarters of the reciprocal of the largest eigenvalue (e.g., Podolny 1993) . To allow comparison across networks of different size, we set such that the mean a centrality score in each period equals "1" (Bonacich 1987 ).
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Because we wish to document the factors that alter the spatial range of investments, we interact the measures of VC age, experience, and network position with the industry and geographic distance between VC firm and target in the models of the probability of an investment. Although our primary interest lies in the direction of the effects on the interaction terms, we must include the main effects of all the variables to adjust for the impact those factors might have on the intercept (Greene 1993) . 19 The parameter a is set so that the mean centrality score across all venture capitalists is "1," but the mean value of the centrality measure in the analyzed dataset exceeds one because the highly central venture capitalists do more deals on average than do the less central players. Also, we use all coinvestment relations in the preceding five years to form the relationship matrix used to compute Bonacich centrality. By only using five years of coinvestment data, we allow for the fact that relationships erode over time. If two firms have not coinvested within a five-year period, it seems unlikely that their members remain close confidants.
Control Variables
Prior investment.-For a variety of reasons, venture capitalists tend to continue to invest in companies in which they already own equity. Bergemann and Hege (1998) argue that maintaining a constant proportion of equity provides an optimal solution to the agency problems in the VCtarget relationship. Thus, one might expect rational firms to participate in all subsequent financing rounds to preserve their investment level. Psychological forces could also compel venture capitalists to invest repeatedly. Prior investments represent a commitment to the target company, and as Staw (1976) shows in a similar context, an unwillingness to act upon negative information can result in an escalation of the VC firm's commitment to the target. To control for these factors, we include a dummy variable that indicates whether the venture capitalist has previously invested in the target.
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Investment stage.-The forces that drive venture capitalists to make local investments may operate most strongly in early investment rounds. The earlier the developmental stage of the company, the shorter the track record of the new venture and the less information available to potential investors to assess the startup's quality. Thus, monitoring and networkbased evaluation strategies might be more important early in the target's life. We create a dummy variable that indicates whether Venture Economics classified the investment as an early stage.
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Supply of active venture capitalists. -Figures 2 and 3 display the location of all active VC firms and active targets in the United States in 1998. Since neither VC firms nor targets distribute evenly across regions or industries in the United States, the local supply of potential investors and investment opportunities varies tremendously both by region and market. We construct two control variables to control for this heterogeneity. The first variable measures the richness of the local supply of venture capital with respect to a focal target firm. We create a localized venture capital density, vcdens, for target j at time t, which we calculate using the following equation: 20 The social psychological reasons for continuing investment seem to imply that the likelihood of future investment should increase with the number of prior investment rounds. To test this possibility, we also tried including a second term for the number of prior investments beyond the first. This count did not significantly affect the likelihood of investment in any of the models. 21 We defined the following financing types as early-stage investments: early stage, first stage, other early, R&D early stage, seed, and startup. We also generated a second dummy variable that indicated whether the investment was the first round of funding for a particular company recorded by SDC. The results behave similarly, so we only report the models using the early-stage dummy variable. 
where i indexes all venture capital organizations, vc is the number of investments that firm i made in period t, and is the distance between d ij target j and venture capitalist i. This variable sums the inverse distances between target j and all active VC firms (see Sorenson and Audia [2000] for a more lengthy discussion of geographically weighted density variables). The analogous variable for the industry-specific supply of venture capital simply sums the proportion of VC investments in the target's industry prior to the current period:
where i indexes all venture capital organizations.
Supply of active targets.-We construct parallel measures to capture heterogeneity in the demand for venture capital across regions and industries. We calculate a localized target density, tdens, around any VC firm i at time t using the following equation:
where j indexes all targets, f takes a value of "1" if firm j received financing in period t or "0" otherwise, and denotes the distance between the d ij venture capitalist i and the target j. This variable sums the inverse distances between VC firm i and all active targets. The complementary measure for variation in industry-specific demand for venture capital Prior state experience.-Venture capitalists may develop new relationships in a geographic region when they invest in companies in it. If this occurs, then an initial investment in a locale should increase the likelihood of subsequent investment. We operationalize this idea by including a variable that indicates whether the venture capitalist has previously invested in the same state as the target. To avoid simply picking up proximity to the venture capitalist's office, we also include a dummy variable that marks whether the target lies in the same state as the venture capitalist. The parallel term for industry distance would essentially dichotomize the industry experience variable, so we do not need to include an additional measure in the industry distance models to capture this effect. (Table 1 provides the means and standard deviations of all variables used in the analysis.) RESULTS Table 2 reports the results of the rare events logit models for geographic distance. Model 1 provides baseline estimates of the probability of a tie using the local density of VC firms around a target (VC density), the local density of active targets around a venture capitalist (target density), dummy variables indicating whether the target represents an early-stage investment and whether the venture capitalist has made a prior investment in the target, the measures of the geographic and industry distance separating the venture capitalist from the target, and an interaction between the early-stage dummy and the distance of the venture capitalist from the target. Consistent with the baseline expectation, the coefficients on the two distance variables indicate sharply lower investment probabilities as the distance between the VC firm and target increases; the likelihood that a venture capitalist invests in a target drops sharply as the target recedes from the venture capitalist in either geographic or industrial space. Thus, the main effect of distance operates as expected. The coefficient on the investment stage # distance interaction term suggests that, as we anticipated, geographic distance reduces the likelihood of investment even more precipitously if the focal target is at the seed or startup stage. Not surprisingly, the baseline also shows that the probability of an investment increases substantially if a venture capitalist has invested in the target in a previous round. Model 2 adds the age of the venture capitalist and an interaction term between VC age and the geographic distance between venture capitalist and target. 22 The positive and significant coefficient on the age # distance interaction term suggests that older venture capitalists more frequently make investments in geographically distant targets; the magnitude of the negative effect of distance on the probability of investment declines with the age of the venture capitalist. Thus, the geographic scope of investment activities increases with tenure in the industry. In model 3, we begin to disentangle the concurrent processes that lie behind the age-distance interaction by adding the experience variables. The interactions between the two VC firm experience variables and the geographic distance between the target and venture capitalist both increase tie likelihood, demonstrating that the negative effect of distance on the probability of an investment attenuates with experience. Model 3 shows that general investing experience captures a larger share of the influence of the maturation process on the spatial reach of investments than does industry-specific experience. Contrary to our expectation, general investment experience extends the geographic scope of investment more substantially than past investment experience in the target's industry.
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Model 4 incorporates the network-based measures derived from the quarterly coinvestment matrices. After the regressions account for interactions between distance with (a) the strength of the relationship between a reference VC firm and the other members of the investment syndicate in a target and (b) the centrality of the VC firm in the coinvestment network, the interactions between distance and the age and experience variables no longer significantly affect the likelihood of investment. Thus, experience primarily influences the geographic scope of investing through the development of one's network through syndication; general experience proxies well for the development of a venture capitalist's network, but 22 Because of the matched sample methodology, caution should be exercised when interpreting the main effects of VC firm attributes (as opposed to dyadic properties) on the probability of a tie. For example, it appears in model 3 that the probability that a venture capitalist will make an investment in a target declines with experience. Since the probability of an investment remains relatively constant in each year of the data, variables such as age and experience that increase over time will appear to have negative effects on the probability of a tie. These terms should primarily be understood as intercepts for the interaction effects. In fact, in unreported models in which we include dummy variables for every calendar quarter, the reported results remain unchanged and most of the main effects fall to zero. 23 The strong general experience interaction might stem from its relationship to the size of the VC firm (past deal count, which is the measure of general experience, also happens to provide the best measure of VC firm size available to us). As we noted above, in some instances-when the VC firm has a second office nearer to the target than its head office-our measure of geographic distance underestimates the actual distance between the VC firm and target since we do not know the location(s) of satellite offices. Assuming that larger firms more likely have satellite offices, this might explain the greater tendency of more experienced firms to invest in distant targets. has no net effect when we directly include the network-based variables in the models. The interactions in model 4 indicate that a venture capitalist more likely invests in a far off target when it has previously co-invested with other members of the syndicate financing that target. At a minimum, having other trusted partners in a syndicate augments a venture capitalist's confidence in the quality of a deal.
The coefficient on the Bonacich centrality # distance interaction in model 4 demonstrates a substantial increase in the geographic range of investments among central VC firms. Thus, model 4 reveals that increasing geographic distance has less of a negative effect on the probability of a tie for highly central VC firms. Figure 4 depicts the relationship between centrality, geographic distance, and the likelihood that a venture capitalist invests in a target. The figure clearly illustrates that the decline in the probability of an investment as geographic distance increases is sharpest among peripheral (i.e., noncentral) firms. As we discuss in more detail below, this finding may stem from either central VC firms' ability to learn about distant targets from their relatively dispersed network or the higher status and visibility of central VC firms, leading other venture capitalists and entrepreneurs with attractive business plans to seek these same firms out for investments.
Model 5 further demonstrates the importance of the composition of the syndicate for explaining spatial investment patterns. This model includes a separate term that represents the inverse of the geographic distance between a "trusted" member of a syndicate and the target, where a previous coinvestment relation between the venture capitalist in a dyad and another member of the syndicate indicates trust. Thus, this variable measures the distance between the target and the closest member of the syndicate with whom the reference venture capitalist has an established relationship. The results demonstrate that the probability of an investment decreases sharply when the closest member of the syndicate with whom the venture capitalist has prior experience recedes from the target (recall that this variable codes the inverse distance, so an increase in the variable implies a decline in the distance between the trusted syndicate member and the target). Thus, the likelihood of a reference venture capitalist entering a deal increases considerably when it has a trusted colleague both in the syndicate and geographically near to the target. We believe that venture capitalists' willingness to rely on the monitoring and advisory capabilities of other VC firms when they know them explains this result. Hence, VC firms appear to utilize trusted colleagues to identify, screen, and monitor potential investments in distant locations. The final model in table 2-model 6-introduces two variables: a prior state experience dummy (an indicator of whether VC firm i has previously invested in the same state as target j) and a dummy indicating whether the VC firm and target are located in the same state. We include these measures to capture unobserved heterogeneity in VC firms' geographic investment patterns. Not surprisingly, the results show that the likelihood of a venture capitalist's funding a company in a state increases when the venture capitalist has previously funded a firm in the state. As the inclusion of the same state variable shows, location in the same state as the venture capitalist does not improve the likelihood of investment beyond the effects of geographic distance, thereby increasing our confidence in the specification of distance. Moreover, the inclusion of these control variables does not affect any of the coefficients of substantive interest. Table 3 reports the estimates for the models using "industry distance" as the measure of distance between the VC firm and target in each dyad. Here, we report the same series of distance # age, experience, and network position interactions, but define distance in terms of the dissimilarity of the venture capitalist's industry investment profile from the industry of the target. Model 7 in this table forms the baseline and differs from model 1 in table 2 only in that it controls for heterogeneity in the supply of venture capital and of targets by industry, rather than by geography. Model 8 enters the VC age variable and an interaction between age and industry distance. Once again, the positive coefficient on the age # distance interaction in the regressions shows that the negative effect of in- dustry distance on the probability of an investment attenuates for older VC firms. In model 9, we include the terms for investing experience. As we found in the geography models, the previous investment experience variables appear to explain much of the variation in the maturation process with respect to the moderation of distance on the probability of an investment: the effect of the age # industry distance variable dissipates when we include the investment experience # industry distance interactions.
Model 10 includes the VC network variables and their interactions with industry distance, which again behave as anticipated. First, highly central VC firms and those that have previous investment experience with other members of a syndicate invest in targets at a greater industry distance. These results again coincide with the claim that venture capitalists exploit their contact network to gain access to deals in new areas. Past syndicate partners provide information about new deals and also augment a focal venture capitalist's confidence in the quality of investment candidates. However, unlike in the geography models, the experience terms remain significant predictors of the industry distance of investments. In model 11, the addition of a term for the industry distance between the target company and the nearest affiliated syndicate partner allows us to investigate the importance of syndication in more detail. Again, following the same pattern as the geography analysis, the likelihood of investment increases when a syndicate partner with whom the reference venture capitalist has prior experience lies near to the target in industry space (i.e. specialize in the target's industry). Thus, the findings on how industrial distance influences the probability that a venture capitalist invests in a target almost perfectly parallel the effects in the models that explore the influence of geographic distance.
The control variables generally behave as expected. Prior investment in a target has a very large effect on the likelihood of subsequent investment. In the industry distance models, a prior investment increases the likelihood of future investment in a target by a factor of 50, while in the geographic distance models a prior investment increases the probability by a factor of 75. 24 The supply and demand variables have inconsistent and generally weak effects, but this should not surprise us because the matched sampling design itself substantially controls for these factors. The fact that ties appear more likely in early-stage investments merely reflects a somewhat lower draw of early-stage investments in the matched sample.
All models show that VC firms invest locally both in geographic and industrial space. Figure 5 depicts the likelihood of a venture capitalist investing in a target company as a function of both distance measures (using coefficients from model 6). One can readily observe that the likelihood of an investment decreases rapidly. For example, venture capitalists invest in companies 10 miles from their offices at twice the rate of ones situated 100 miles away. Similarly, the probability of a financing relationship declines quickly with industry distance. A venture capitalist that specializes exclusively in the same industry in which the target company operates (i.e., it has no prior investments outside the target's industry) is nearly six times more likely to invest in that target than a VC firm that has never before invested in the target's industry.
Because a variety of factors can explain the locality of investment, these results come as no surprise (other than perhaps the substantial magnitudes of the effects). Yet, the results also show that certain positional characteristics clearly affect venture capitalists' likelihood of investing outside of their local industrial and geographic neighborhoods. The Bonacich centrality measure has the strongest effect in the models. Given the inherent covariation between network centrality and actor prestige in communications networks, two subtly different processes probably combine to produce the overall result. On the one hand, central VC firms can deploy the extensive reach of their networks to identify and evaluate distant investment opportunities. Thus, highly central venture capitalists have the capacity to activate the search and screening process over large distances. On the other hand, other VC firms and entrepreneurs, who hope to build relations with prestigious venture capitalists, solicit the participation of high status VC firms in investment syndicates. Podolny (1993) , Stuart (1998) , and others discuss at length the value implicit in connections to highly central actors that, in this context, include enhanced legitimacy, quality certification, and access to the extensive social capital of central players.
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Venture capitalists also look farther afield geographically and in industry space when they have prior experience investing with the other 25 As one example, prominent VC firms typically have ongoing relations with prestigious investment banks. As several studies in finance document, "underpricing" in initial public offerings-the amount by which the closing price of a newly issued stock on the first day of public trading exceeds the price at which institutional investors buy the stock-typically declines when prestigious investment banks underwrite the IPO. Since underpricing lowers the amount of money raised in the IPO, the new venture typically benefits when prestigious investment banks underwrite its IPO. In addition, Stuart et al. (1999) show that startups with ties to high-status firms experience higher rates of IPO. Likewise, Podolny and Castellucci (1999) show that high-status VC firms can negotiate privileged access to investing in the later rounds of the best deals because of the many benefits they bring to the syndicate. members of the syndicate. Two related factors-trust and reciprocity-account for this effect. First, conditional on a willingness to invest together in the future, prior coinvesting experience indicates both perceptions of trust and high competence between two VC organizations. Trust plays an important role in loosening localization constraints because it allows a venture capitalist firm to rely on the evaluations of another investor closer to the target in industrial or physical space. Second, the frequent appearance of repeated investments among the same sets of VC firms probably reflects an active norm of reciprocity in the VC community. VC firms build relationships with one another and then routinely "invite" trusted colleagues into new deals. Before the investing firm establishes itself in the venture capital community at large, however, it will probably not receive invitations from distant venture capitalists unaware of its existence or unsure about its competence. Only when a newly established venture capitalist identifies promising deals in its local community can it begin to establish a position in the industry network by inviting coinvestors into the deal, assuming that it can convince potential investors of the investment's attractiveness.
The results also establish that venture capitalists care not simply whether their coinvestors include trusted associates, but also that a trusted associate lies in close geographic proximity to the target company. Figure  6 shows the relationship between the probability of an investment and the distance of a target from the venture capitalist and the nearest syndicate partner with whom the venture capitalist has experience. From the figure, one can clearly observe the preference of venture capitalists to enter deals when a trusted party can conveniently monitor the target. From a policy perspective, this finding suggests that regions that lack a VC community might have difficulty accessing venture capital. Although venture capitalists expand the radii of their active investment spaces over time, this expansion appears to occur primarily through joining syndicates with lead venture capitalists in distant communities. This links the venture capital communities within the United States and possibly diversifies the risk specific to regional economic cycles.
CONCLUSION
Observers of economic geography often note that advances in communications media and methods of transportation paradoxically have done little to efface the spatial concentration of many industries: from film production and textiles to semiconductor chips and biotechnology, production concentrates in particular regions. Despite these communication advances, we believe that inherent boundaries around the flow of timely, reliable, and high-quality information produce localized patterns of exchange. These boundaries exist because interpersonal social relations concentrate within industries and regions more often than they bridge industrial and regional boundaries. This observation reflects the simple fact that people converge in space and time more frequently when they live near one another and have occasion to meet in the course of work and play. Although the mass media and weak interpersonal ties routinely carry information across regional and community boundaries, we believe that the VC relation and other forms of exchange critical to the entrepreneurial process depend upon strong and embedded relations among the relevant actors. Because high uncertainty and significant information imbalances between market participants characterize this domain of activity, close and dense relationships among the relevant parties provide a critical catalyst to the process of mobilizing resources to build organizations.
Whenever personal and professional networks play a central role in economic activity, we will likely observe spatial patterns in the unfolding of that activity. We have demonstrated the existence of these spatial patterns in the investments venture capitalists make. We have also shown that the evolution of interfirm relationships in the VC community appears to provide the mechanism for the erosion of geographic and industrial boundaries in the dispensation of a venture capitalist's funds. VC firms with a history of provincial investment patterns and those without central positions in the industry's coinvestment network tend to invest locally; those who have established many and dispersed relationships with other VC firms invest across geographic and industrial spaces more frequently. More generally, we believe that institutions supported by broad participation among market incumbents must precede the expansion of the spatial range of exchange in markets that rely on private information or require a high degree of trust for transactions to occur. In venture capital, the industrywide coinvestment network provides this institutional infrastructure.
We believe that the exploration of when and how the local character of relationships intervenes in the functioning of markets offers an important avenue for further research. For example, anecdotal evidence suggests that the founders of early-stage companies employ network-based recruiting strategies to staff their fledgling enterprises. Indeed, one need look no further than the semiconductor industry in Silicon Valley, in which dozens of firms including Intel can trace their origins to the departure of key technologists from an established company (Fairchild Semiconductor) and whose founders then recruited friends and former colleagues to staff their new ventures. If founders' networks concentrate in space, then the reliance on network-based recruiting strategies may partially account for the geographic clustering of high-technology industries.
Before concluding, we wish to highlight again that the positional characteristics have virtually identical effects in moderating the influence of the two measures of distance-geographic and industrial-on the probability of an investment in a VC firm-target dyad. The similarity of the findings stems from the underlying correspondence of the two measures of distance: both influence the likelihood that the two parties are embedded in a network of secondary relationships. Although a variety of factors can explain homophilous patterns of interaction, we believe that our findings provide substantial support for an opportunity-based theory of market exchange. Accounts that would attribute localized interaction patterns to preferences would suggest that the spatial range of investments should not expand over time unless firm preferences evolve. A change in the cost of investing at a distance as an investor gains experience seems to offer the most likely cause of such a preference shift. Although we do in fact show that the spatial reach of VC firms expands as they mature, we also decompose this effect by demonstrating that the development of a set of trusted colleagues throughout the investment community drives this expansion. Though we suspect that rational preferences for localized investing continue to operate, deviations in the salience of geographic and industrial proximity appear to stem from the underlying social structure of the investing community, rather than from shifts in the preference distribution for propinquity and homophily in exchange.
